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Abstract -In this competition world secret 
communication has become an essential part , hence in this 
paper we have discussed a video Steganographic technique 
by using the Audio Video Interleave (AVI) as the cover 
media, the video files are used as cover media due to their  
capacity of holding information in a large amount ,we have 
embedded the text message or the Image message in the 
video file using an Random encoding Technique and the 
sequential encoding techniques along with the encryption 
key using LSB(Least Significant Bit insertion ) method , an 
extra layer of security is added by making the random key 
selection this makes it difficult to decode the hidden 
message for  the unauthorized person  , in order to decode 
the secreted text or the image message the recipient should 
have the prior knowledge of the encryption key used and the 
methodology used for secreting the information. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

With the development of computer and its uses as the part 
of communication in different areas of work in life has 
made an information security as a very important issue to 
be solved, one of the methods is security of the 
information by exchanging the information by using the 
cover media. There are different methods for hiding the 
information like cryptography, Steganography, coding and 
many more, the true intension of Steganographic 
technique is to secret the information in the cover media 
such that the unauthorized or the third person will never 
get to know the presence of the secret message in the 
cover media. 

1.1 VIDEO STEGANOGRAPHY 

Video Steganography  is classified mainly into two 
types , one among the technique is to secret the 
information in an uncompressed  video , after the 

insertion the video is compressed , as  compared  to  
first  the second  method  is  little  complex  where  
the  secret message is embedded directly into the 
compressed  video format , problem associated with 
the first technique is  how effectively the impact of 
video compression is avoided on the embedded 
secret message 

 

 
Fig-1. Basic block diagram of Video Steganography 

and Steganalysis 
 
The video Steganography can be applied on the 
spatial domain and the frequency domain, some 
transformation algorithms are used in frequency 
domain using which the images are transformed into 
frequency components and the secret message is 
embedded into all these frequency components or in 
some frequency components, the secret message 
embedding can be done in block level or in the bit 
level. In the case of spatial domain the LSB (Least 
Significant Bit) insertion technique in most of the 
application, using this method the large amount of 
data can be inserted in a cover object .Video quality 
can be measured with the formal methods like expert 
observation or by PSNR metrics. 

The main advantage of using Least Significant 

Insertion (LSB) technique is an unauthorized person 

or the third party will never get a clue that some 
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message is embedded in the video, since the changes 

made in the video is not susceptible by the Human 

Eyes. 

2. IMPLEMENTATION 
In this project the Least Significant Insertion 

methodology is used for secreting the image or the 
text message, message embedding is done using 
Random type of encoding or sequential encoding 
technique the most simplest among the other 
techniques are Least Significant bit insertion , i.e. 
inserting a single bit of message directly in to the bits 
of the cover media either in a very deterministic 
manner or in random fashion using random seed 
value as a reference .inserting the LSB bit in the 
cover results in the similar video where the   changes 
made are not human perceptible differences. 
2.1 ENCODING (STEGANOGRAPHY) 
 The Fig-2.1 flow chart below describes the 
fundamental flow of Steganographic technique, at the 
first step a raw (AVI) video into which the secret text 
message or image message is to be inserted is read, 
the frames of the video are extracted and one frame 
is selected by the user in which the message will be 
embedded 
 
The secret message is encrypted using the 
encryption key which ranges from 0 to 255, the 
encrypted data is embedded into the extracted frame 
using either sequential or random encoding 
techniques , if the technique used is random 
encoding then a random seed value from 1-100 is 
used which provides the extra layer of protection 
 
The pixel order of RGBBGRRG is chosen for 
encryption and the same order is repeated for all the 
pixels of the frame, the frame is put back in the video, 
the resultant video is known as the Stego video and 
the process is known as steganography. 
 
2.2 STEGANALYSIS (DECODING) 
 
Stego video is transmitted over the channel, the third 
person will not get any clue that there is a presence 
of secret message in the video even if third person 
find out the message presence, they cannot decode 
the message unless they know the encryption key 
and the technique used for the encoding and they 
must know the random seed value used during 
encoding process, 
The intended recipient will have a prior knowledge 
of encryption key used and the random seed value 

using which the secret message is decoded without 
any loss. 
The same is explained in the Fig-2.2. 

 
Fig-2.1. Flow chart of Steganographic Process 
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Fig-2.2. Flow chart of decoding(Steganalysis) 
2.3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

2.3.1 Objective quality assessment  

These automated quality assessment techniques 
are based on mathematical and computational 
algorithms to measure the accuracy of the perceived 
image. Most of the recent objective quality 
assessment techniques are based on computing the 
quality of the image with the original image. Here we 
compare the accuracy of the cover image with the 
stegoimage using two techniques, i.e. Mean Square 
Error (MSE) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). 

 

Where M and N are the rows and columns of the 
cover image respectively, C and S are the cover and 
stego image respectively 

 

Where R is the dynamic range of pixel 
values(R=255 for gray scale images).PSNR gives the 
value infinity under one condition only; that is when 
the cover image is compared to itself. 

Otherwise if the PSNR result is greater than 30 dB, 
then the human visual system would not be able to 
differentiate between the cover image and the stego 
image progressively. A PSNR value of less than 30 dB 
would indicate a human ability to notice the quality 
degradation. 

By using the above equations and getting the 
number of pixels at each level from the histogram of 
the cover and stego image as show, we have 

PSNR ≈ 78.4038 

As we see the PSNR value is greater than 30 db which 
indicate that human visual system cannot 
differentiate between cover image and stego image. 

2.3.2 HISTOGRAM ANALYSIS 

To prevent the leakage of information to attackers 
it is important to ensure that encrypted and original 
secret image do not have any statistical similarities. 

 

Fig 2.3.1. Histogram of original Image 

 
Fig 2.3.2. Histogram of Stego image 

 
 
 
 
3. CONCLUSION 
 
With the digital media growth Data Security has 
become one of the major concern and Steganography 
is one among those techniques used for the data 
security , in which an unauthorized person will never 
get to know the secret message presence , even if the 
third person predicts the presence of the secret 
message they cannot  decode the  message without 
knowing the technique of encoding and the 
encryption key due the presence of high layer of 
security, in this project video steganography is 
implemented for both text file message and the 
Image message , the stego video is generated and is 
visually inspected and compared with the original 
image and not much difference is found in both the 
videos 
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